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1. Introduction/Context 

This research topic is part of the NEMODRIVE research group. Read the group profile first at:                
url. 

 

Learning to drive faithfully in highly stochastic urban settings remains an open problem.  

Currently most major self-driving frameworks are developed based on multi-modal system that            
parses the entire scene to make a driving decision. Usually each module analyzes data from a                
limited number of sensors and upstream in the system flow a module fuses all the information to                 
make a planification. There is although one idea that dates as far back as to 1989, when                 
Pomerleau built the Autonomous Land Vehicle in a Neural Network (ALVINN) [1]. This             
technique can be described as a behavior reflex approaches that directly maps an input image               
to a driving action (acceleration, brake and steering). 

We believe that learning a generic vehicle motion model from large scale video data and               
developing an end-to-end trainable architecture for learning to predict future vehicle commands            
can not only offer a practical self-driving algorithm, but coupled with a multimodal framework              
such as the Apollo platform [6] can greatly improve the autonomous driving performance. 

Driving behavioral cloning through end-to-end neural network training ([2], [3]) has seen an             
increase in interest with the incredible recent success of deep learning. As with other state of                
the art algorithms, abandoning all prior beliefs and developing an algorithm that can learn              
everything from data has proven successful. We are interested in putting this belief to the test                
and guide research in the direction of combining control theory and machine learning algorithms              
to train a car to drive itself from data. We will also be investigating the possibilities of enhancing                  
supervised learning with unsupervised techniques to take advantage of vast quantities of            
unlabelled data and reinforcement learning to adjust the policy for off-course scenarios. 

http://nemodrive.cs.pub.ro/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yWkDq0IJqZidsn_MuNnuc3hYxtKR127t/view


   
 

   
 

The final goal will be to evaluate transferability of such a model to live performance on                
Nemodrive’s self driving car. We will research things like online machine learning algorithms and              
enhancing training by assisting it with a symbolic representation to offer better transfer             
capabilities on the street of the UPB campus. 

 

2. Objective 

● Develop a state of the art neural network based algorithm able to learn from data (e.g.                
[4], [5] or simulators) and to predict steering, acceleration and brake commands directly             
from 2D images, enough to guide a vehicle on public streets (e.g. keep lane, avoid               
obstacles, make turns). 

● Develop a solution to practically deploy such a network on a actual car with minimum               
engineering effort and evaluate it on the streets of the UPB campus (e.g. using an online                
learning algorithm)  

● Publicly report and open-source the solution through an article and a Apollo framework             
module  ([6]). 

 

3. Required and Learned Skills 

● Requirements 
○ Good knowledge of Python and/or C++ 
○ Prior Machine Learning knowledge is preferred 
○ Fast learner, proactive mindset 
○ Comfortable working in a team 

 
● Learned skills: 

○ Working with a complex autonomous driving framework (Apollo) 
○ Practical experience with many of the technologies sustaining        

autonomous-driving 
○ Experience working with ML algorithms and training of deep neural networks 
○ Experience working with frameworks such as: ROS, Pytorch, Scikit-learn,         

OpenCV, Pandas 
○ Experience of contributing to the common goal of  a large research team 
○ Support and guidance for writing academic research papers 
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